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`Shifting Tides': Cuban photographers capture
mixture of social and political
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hen photography curator Tim B. Wride went to Cuba for the first time in 1997 to attend the

contemporary art biennial in Havana, he expected to see a lot of social realist, documentary, street

reportage photography.

"And indeed I did," he said.

But Wride also found very rich and amazingly complex images.

"The work was so diverse and so much within a mainstream of international art dialogue, my question was,

`How can this be?'"

Four decades of Cuban artistic vision are represented in "Shifting Tides: Cuban Photography after the

Revolution," an exhibition at the Museum of Contemporary Photography at Columbia College that runs

through March 9.

Wride, the show's curator and a curator at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, gathered 16

photographers for the show, which is a direct result of his visit.

"What I saw there flew in the face of expectations and because of that there were a lot of questions that I

had," he said. "The show is really the answer to those questions."

The tense relationship that exists between the governments of the United States and Cuba forces a political

prelude to any discussion. There have been travel restrictions for U.S. citizens during Fidel Castro's rule.

But one way or another, Americans have been going there in droves.

Culture, specifically music, has built a bridge and even the catalog accompanying this exhibit can't resist

making that connection; a banner on the cover reads "preface by Wim Wenders, director of the award-

winning movie `Buena Vista Social Club.'"

Politics, politics

"Everything there is political and given that, all of these photos are political," Wride says. "The trap is in

thinking that they are only political."
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The work goes beyond making social statements. "They fall within a very rich tradition of art making in Cuba

and the Caribbean and Latin America," Wride said.

Cuba has some very sophisticated graduate art programs, but there is no studio photography in the art

education system, Wride said. The photographers by and large were schooled in these programs and all

turned to photography.

Wride worked with critic and independent curator Christina Vives who lives in Havana. Vives, who is

married to photographer Jose Figueroa, curated a show a few years ago in Minneapolis on Cuban conceptual

photography.

Some of the younger photographers who came to the U.S. then, such as Jose Manuel Fors, whose work is very

personal, are a part of this exhibit. Using old family photographs and objects found around his home, Fors is

working with the idea of memory. He arranges his images in grids, or what he calls photo mosaics.

The work of Alberto Diaz Gutierrez, professionally known as Alberto Korda, presents the stark contrast one

might expect. He created perhaps one of the most famous photographs of the past century -- the portrait of

Ernesto "Che" Guevara wearing a beret, his eyes looking up.

Korda, a fashion photographer before the revolution, was born in 1928 and died last May in Paris while

visiting an exhibition of his work. The work has been reproduced in countless ways and Korda never minded

until the image was used in a vodka ad. (For one, Che never drank.) Since Cuba rejoined the international

copyright convention in 1997, Korda was able to sue the advertising agency and won his case before he died.

The image is on display at the museum.

Wride saw these extremes in style as a way of organizing the exhibition. He broke down the work into three

categories: the "cult of personality" work of Korda and others like Osvaldo Salas (1914-1992); images of

everyday life documented by photographers such as Ivan Canas (born 1946); and the personal or more

international conceptual work by artists such as Ernesto Leal (born 1970).

Perhaps simplistic, but he had to start somewhere.

What about support?

Wride said he wondered how the artists had managed to engage in the international art dialogue and once

they did that, how much support were they getting.

"How is it that all of this wonderful amazing work is flourishing amidst material privation?" he said.

Photography is materially intensive and the artists were going through "great lengths to give a physicality to

their vision."

Wride, who speaks very little Spanish, was accompanied by Vives on many of his visits with the
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photographers.

"There is a moment when you begin to engage in the dialogue of the art," said Wride who quickly was able to

leap over the language barrier. "We had a common vocabulary."
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